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ABSTRACT In this paper, we analyze the performance of an energy harvesting (EH)-assisted overlay
cognitive non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) system. The underlying system consists of a primary
transmitter-receiver pair accompanied by an energy-constrained secondary transmitter (ST) with its intended
receiver. Accordingly, ST employs a time switching (TS) based receiver architecture to harvest energy from
radio-frequency signals of the primary transmissions, and thereby uses this energy to relay the primary
information and to transmit its own information simultaneously using the NOMA principle. For this, we
propose two cooperative spectrum sharing (CSS) schemes based on incremental relaying (IR) protocol
using amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) strategies, viz., CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF, and
compare their performance with the competitive fixed relaying based schemes. The proposed IR-based
schemes adeptly avail the degrees-of-freedom to boost the system performance. Thereby, considering
the realistic assumption of the NOMA-based imperfect successive interference cancellation, we derive
the expressions of outage probability for the primary and secondary networks under both CSS-IAF
and CSS-IDF schemes subject to the Nakagami-m fading. In addition, we quantify the throughput and
energy efficiency for the considered system. The obtained theoretical findings are finally validated through
numerous analytical and simulation results to reveal the advantages of the proposed CSS schemes over
the baseline direct link transmission and orthogonal multiple access schemes.

INDEX TERMS Amplify-and-forward, cognitive radio, decode-and-forward, energy harvesting, incremen-
tal relaying, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), overlay spectrum sharing, simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DEMAND for spectrum resources has proliferated
with the recent developments in information and

communication technologies. Thus, a key objective of
the research community in the fifth-generation (5G)
and beyond wireless networks is the enhancement
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of the spectrum efficiency [1]. Among the existing
techniques, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has
been envisioned as a promising technology to attain higher
spectral efficiency and massive connectivity for the future
wireless networks [2]–[4]. One of the pivotal advantages of
NOMA over traditional orthogonal multiple access (OMA)
is to transmit multiple users’ signals simultaneously in the
same resource block (i.e., time/frequency/code domain) by
exploiting the power domain multiplexing at the transmit-
ter [5]. Thereby, the successive interference cancellation
(SIC) is employed at the receiver to separate the multiplexed
signals [6]–[8].

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Recently, the NOMA technique has been commonly debated
in the context of cognitive radio (CR), which is another
potential technique for improving the spectrum efficiency [9].
In CR, a secondary user (SU) is allowed to use the spec-
trum licensed to the primary user (PU) by exploiting the
underlay, overlay, or interweave spectrum sharing method-
ologies [10]. In the underlay approach, the SU is allowed to
utilize the licensed spectrum concurrently with the PU, on
condition that the interference caused by the SU is below a
predefined threshold to satisfy the quality-of-service (QoS)
of the PU [11]. In the overlay paradigm, both the PU and
the SU share the same licensed spectrum for their signals
transmission, and in exchange, the SU has to provide relay
cooperation towards the PU on a priority basis [12]. On the
other hand, in the interweave methodology, the SU oppor-
tunistically access the licensed spectrum while relying on the
spectrum sensing towards the PU’s activity [13]. Eventually,
the incorporation of NOMA into CR, referred to as cognitive
NOMA (CNOMA), has demonstrated a potential attribute of
fulfilling the criteria of 5G wireless networks such as max-
imum throughput, broad connectivity, and low latency [14].
With the applicability of CNOMA, several research studies
have been coordinated using the underlay [15]–[19] and over-
lay [20]–[25] approaches. Particularly, authors in [15] have
investigated the outage performance of the large-scale under-
lay CNOMA network using stochastic geometry. The outage
performance of SUs in underlay CNOMA using amplify-
and-forward (AF) [16] and decode-and-forward (DF) [17]
relaying protocols have been analyzed. Various relay selec-
tion schemes have been explored in [18] for an underlay
CNOMA system operating with multiple DF relays. A coop-
erative underlay CNOMA-based coordinated direct and relay
transmission has been investigated in [19]. In contrast to the
underlay CNOMA, authors in [20], [21] have studied the
overlay CNOMA model which deputes the secondary trans-
mitter (ST) to act as a relay for the PU and also allows it to
communicate with its secondary receivers (SRs) using the
NOMA principle. In addition, authors in [22] have examined
the outage performance of the PU and SU while compar-
ing with the conventional OMA scheme. A clustering-based
overlay spectrum sharing has been proposed by exploiting
NOMA in coordinated direct and relay transmission in [23].

In [24], authors have incorporated the overlay CNOMA
in hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks to facilitate multiple
PUs, and thereby, have evaluated the outage probability
(OP) expressions for the PUs and SU. An AF cooperative
overlay CNOMA system has been analyzed in [25] assum-
ing imperfect channel estimation and SIC. It needs to be
acknowledged that the interference from the ST towards pri-
mary receiver (PR) is counteracted in the overlay CNOMA
model in contrast to the underlay CNOMA. Moreover, the
interference from PUs and stringent transmit power restric-
tions on SUs in underlay approach may limit the overall
system performance and coverage. On the contrary, due to
an increased diversity gain from the ST relaying cooperation,
the outage performance of PU can be greatly improved in
overlay CNOMA system. Furthermore, an overlay CNOMA
model is of vital importance since it can bring network cov-
erage even when the primary direct link is disrupted due to
shadowing and obstacles.
On another front, the growth in greenhouse gas emissions

has become a critical challenge in the development of future
wireless communication networks. As per [26], the approx-
imate annual demand of energy consumption for cellular
networks is around 60 billion kW-h world-wide. Moreover,
due to the exponential proliferation of wireless networks to
support universal coverage and communication, this energy
demand is explosively rising. Further, with the rapid growth
of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, this system
energy consumption is further growing rapidly. Therefore,
it is consequential to use energy efficiently or to harness
the sustainable energy sources. Energy harvesting (EH) has
emerged as a promising solution to improve energy effi-
ciency and to extend lifetime of energy-constrained networks.
Owing to the instability of harvesting energy from natural
sources such as solar and wind, an alternative method has
been explored to enable wireless devices scavenge energy
from radio frequency (RF) signals [27]. Capitalizing on the
fact that RF signals carry both information and energy,
a simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT) technique [28] can be utilized to address the
aforementioned concerns in wireless networks. This tech-
nique allows the wireless devices to harvest energy from the
ambient RF sources and to transmit the information simul-
taneously [29]. To facilitate SWIPT in wireless networks,
two practical receiver architectures viz., power splitting (PS)
and time switching (TS) have been investigated [30]. In PS-
based SWIPT, the receiver node splits the power between
EH and information transmission (IT) phases, whereas in TS-
based SWIPT, time is switched between EH and IT phases.
The SWIPT technique finds useful applications in device-to-
device (D2D) networks, small cell (picocell and femtocell)
networks, and wireless sensor networks (e.g., for a smart
city deployment), where the devices generally do not have
a dedicated spectrum for their communication, and they are
equipped with power-constrained low-cost transceiver hard-
ware. Moreover, RF-based EH systems can be built cheaply
in small dimensions, which could be a remarkable advantage
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in the manufacturing of small and low cost devices such as
the SU nodes. A SWIPT-enhanced overlay spectrum shar-
ing system has been recently studied in [31] by considering
a piece-wise linear EH model which relies on a TS-based
receiver architecture.
By incorporating SWIPT into CNOMA, a more spec-

tral and energy efficient wireless network is expected to
be framed with a sustainable environment. There have
been diverse research works done by considering SWIPT
into CNOMA [32]–[36]. Authors in [32] have investigated
a cooperative multiple-input-single-output SWIPT NOMA
protocol, where a strong NOMA user serves as an EH relay
and assists a weak NOMA user by using the PS protocol.
The work in [33] has studied an underlay non-linear EH-
assisted CNOMA system to improve the spectral efficiency
and secrecy energy efficiency. A SWIPT-enhanced overlay
CNOMA system has been studied in [34] to achieve the max-
imal throughput for the secondary network. Authors in [35]
have studied the energy efficiency optimization problem for
both the underlay and overlay CNOMA with EH. The outage
performance of cooperative CNOMA networks with SWIPT
using DF relaying has been investigated in [36], where cog-
nitive relay harvests the transmission power from the ST by
exploiting the PS scheme using the fixed power allocation
based NOMA protocol. A very recent work in [37] conducted
the performance analysis for the power beacon-assisted wire-
less powered NOMA by enabling the co-existence of cellular
network with the IoT communication.

B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The aforementioned works on SWIPT-enabled CNOMA
networks follow the conventional fixed relaying (FR) strategy
which impels the ST to incorporate the relaying operation
even when the PR is able to decode its signal through the
primary direct link (DL), which is not at all an efficient
way of utilizing the spectrum. Moreover, they have assumed
the ideal case of perfect SIC (pSIC) for the performance
investigation. However, the pSIC is difficult to realize in
practice, owing to the many implementation issues, such as
complexity scaling and error propagation [38]. Consequently,
these critical factors will lead to an error in decoding, caus-
ing residual interference signal (IS). Thereby, the effects of
imperfect SIC (ipSIC) [39] may pose limitations on the capac-
ity of the SWIPT-based CNOMA network. While few recent
works have considered the impact of ipSIC [22], [25], [40]
on the performance evaluation of CNOMA networks, they
have not explored the potential features of SWIPT. To the
best of authors’ knowledge, no work has yet looked into
the comprehensive performance analysis of SWIPT-enabled
CNOMA networks under the impacts of both the ipSIC and
pSIC situations. Note that such analyses are important to per-
ceive the repercussion of ipSIC/pSIC on the practical design
of CNOMA networks integrated with the EH technique for
a more sustainable communication in 5G environments.
Motivated by the prior research studies, in this paper, we

analyze the performance of an EH-assisted overlay CNOMA

(EH-OCNOMA) system1 by adopting an incremental relay-
ing (IR) protocol under the impacts of ipSIC/pSIC situations.
Specifically, we consider a downlink communication sce-
nario wherein a primary transmitter (PT) communicates to
a PR in cooperation with an energy-constrained ST access-
ing spectrum for its own communication to an SR. The ST
employs a TS-based receiver architecture2 to harvest energy
from RF signals of the primary transmissions. Further, it
can act as an AF/DF relay and uses the harvested energy
to forward the primary signal and to transmit its own signal
simultaneously using the NOMA principle. Importantly, the
proposed IR protocol invokes secondary relay cooperation
adaptively, depending on the limited feedback mechanism
from the PU. It can thus proficiently utilize the available
degrees-of-freedom to improve the system performance of
EH-OCNOMA. The major contributions of the paper are
emphasized as follows.

• We propose two EH-based cooperative spectrum shar-
ing (CSS) schemes based on the IR protocol using the
AF and DF relaying strategies, namely CSS-IAF and
CSS-IDF, and compare their performance with the com-
petitive FR-based schemes. We also discuss the DL
transmission (DLT) scheme as a baseline to compare
with the performance of CSS schemes for the con-
sidered EH-OCNOMA system. Further, we portray the
relative performance advantages of CSS with NOMA
over its OMA counterpart.

• Based on the received signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)
and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs), we
extensively analyze the outage performance of CSS-IAF
and CSS-IDF schemes by deriving the OP expres-
sions of the primary and secondary networks under
the ipSIC/pSIC situations over a Nakagami-m fading3

environment.
• To garner further insight, we also deduce the expres-
sions of system throughput and energy efficiency for
the considered EH-OCNOMA system.

• Finally, for the effective design of the proposed EH-
OCNOMA system, we provide an insight into the
NOMA power allocation factor to explore the spectrum
sharing opportunities.

C. ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
illustrates the system model and the proposed IR protocol

1. The considered EH-OCNOMA system comprises of the power-
constrained low-cost SU nodes, capturing the application scenarios of
device-to-device (D2D) networks, small cell (picocell and femtocell)
networks, and wireless sensor networks, which generally do not have a
dedicated spectrum for their communication.

2. In contrast to PS-based receiver, the TS-based receiver is simpler
to implement (using hardware with simple switching circuits) and more
suitable for low-cost devices [41].

3. The Nakagami-m fading model represents a general distribution
wherein various fading environments, i.e., severe, light or no fading, can be
modeled [42]. Moreover, it gives the best fit of the statistical characteristics
of a land mobile system, complex environments and ionospheric radio links.
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FIGURE 1. System model.

for the EH-OCNOMA system, while deriving the end-to-
end SNRs/SINRs for the primary and secondary networks.
Section III investigates the performance of the primary
network by evaluating the analytical expressions of the OP
for the DLT, CSS-IAF, and CSS-IDF schemes. The OP
expressions of the secondary network, while considering
both the ipSIC and pSIC situations, have been evaluated
in Section IV. The system throughput and the energy effi-
ciency expressions for the proposed EH-OCNOMA system
are presented in Section V. Section VI portrays the results
and discussions, followed by some concluding remarks in
Section VII. Moreover, the proofs of theorems/lemmas used
in this paper are included in the Appendices.
Mathematical Functions Notations: CN (0,No) represents

the complex Gaussian distribution with mean zero and vari-
ance No. fX(·) and FX(·) designate the probability density
function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of a random variable X, respectively. E[·] denotes the
expectation and

(p
q

) = p!
q!(p−q)! implies the binomial coeffi-

cient. Further, Kv(·) expresses the modified Bessel function
of the second kind [43, eq. (8.432.6)], whereas �(·) and
ϒ(·, ·) denote the complete Gamma function and lower
incomplete Gamma function, as given in [43, eqs. (8.310.1)
and (8.350.1)], respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
This section first provides a detailed description of the
EH-OCNOMA system model and thereafter presents the
end-to-end SINR/SNR expressions for the AF/DF relaying
strategies, followed by elaborating the proposed IR protocol
for the considered system.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider an EH-OCNOMA system
where a primary network coexists with a secondary network.
The primary network comprises of a transmitter node P
with its corresponding receiver node Q, whereas the sec-
ondary network includes an energy-constrained ST node S
and SR node R. Herewith, node P establishes a communica-
tion directly with node Q. Although a primary DL between
node P and node Q is supposed to exist, node P may still

FIGURE 2. Transmission Block Structure for EH and IT phase.

seek the ST’s cooperation to exploit the diversity benefits. As
an incentive for the cooperation with the primary network,
the secondary network accesses the licensed spectrum of the
primary network. Since S is an energy-constrained node, it
first harvests energy from the received RF signal and then
splits the corresponding harvested power to relay the primary
signal and to transmit its own signal simultaneously using the
NOMA principle. For this, it employs a TS-based receiver
architecture, as shown in Fig. 2. Herein, the transmission
block duration is divided into two phases of durations αT
and (1 − α)T , with α ∈ (0, 1) being the TS parameter.
The first phase of duration αT corresponds to an EH phase,
wherein the ST node S harvests the energy using the received
RF signal from node P, and utilizes this energy further to
broadcast the amalgamated signal in the second phase of
duration, i.e., IT phase. The duration (1 − α)T is further
subdivided into two IT phases to establish the overall com-
munication. It is assumed that all the nodes are equipped with
single antenna and operate in half-duplex mode. All the chan-
nels are assumed to follow block fading, which means they
remain unchanged for a particular block and may change for
the subsequent block transmissions independently. Further,
all the links are subject to independent Nakagami-m fading
and the channel gain from node i to node j is represented
by hij, where i ∈ {p, s} and j ∈ {q, s, r} with i �= j. All the
receiving nodes are assumed to be inflicted by the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), i.e., modelled as CN (0,No).

B. EH PHASE
During αT duration, node S harvests energy4 from the
transmitted RF signal through node P, which can be given by

Es = �Pp
∣∣hps

∣∣2αT, (1)

where Pp is the transmit power at node P and � (0 <

� ≤ 1) is the energy conversion efficiency that relies on the
rectification process and the associated EH circuitry [44].
Consequently, the transmit power at node S over the time
(1 − α)T/2 can be obtained as

Ps = Es
(1 − α)T/2

= 2α�Pp
∣∣hps

∣∣2

1 − α
= βPp

∣
∣hps

∣
∣2, (2)

4. Herein, we consider a linear EH model for analytical tractability, as
followed in many previous works [32]–[36]. A non-linear EH model [45]
would however be more practical and may be tackled in the future work.
Nevertheless, our present results can be treated as a benchmark for the
futuristic design.
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where β = 2α�
1−α

. Hereby, the overall communication takes
place in two IT phases, as discussed in the following
subsection.

C. IT PHASE
During the first IT phase, node P transmits a primary signal
xp towards node Q, complying with E[|xp|2] = 1, which
is also received by the secondary nodes S and R. Thus,
the received signal at node i, with i ∈ {q, s, r}, can be
expressed as

ypi = √
Pphpixp + npi, (3)

where npi is the AWGN term. Accordingly, the resulting
SNR at node i through the DL can be written as

γDL
pi = ηp

∣∣hpi
∣∣2, (4)

with ηp = Pp
No

represents the transmit SNR at node P.
In what follows, we discuss the AF and DF based

relaying strategies and thereby obtain the associated SINR
expressions.

1) AF RELAYING

During the second IT phase, node S amplifies the
received primary signal yps and superimposes with its own
information signal xs to generate a combined signal xAFs by
exploiting the NOMA principle. This superimposed signal
xAFs is further broadcasted towards nodes Q and R. For this,
the harvested power Ps is divided such that ζPs power is uti-
lized to forward the signal yps and remaining power (1−ζ )Ps
is used in transmitting the signal xs, where ζ ∈ (0,1) sig-
nifies the NOMA-based power allocation parameter. Due to
the higher priority of the primary network, more power is
allocated to node Q, resulting in ζ ∈ (0.5,1). As such, the
transmitted signal by the node S is given by

xAFs = √
ζPsGyps +√

(1 − ζ )Psxs, (5)

where the variable gain relaying amplification factor G at the
AF-based relay can be expressed [46] as G =

√
1

Pp|hps|2+No ,

which can be further approximated as G ≈
√

1
Pp|hps|2 for

analytical simplicity [31], [47]. Such approximation yields
very accurate results over the entire region of operating SNR.
Hereafter, the received signal at node j, where j ∈ {q, r}, can
be expressed as

yAFsj = hsjx
AF
s + nsj, (6)

with nsj as the AWGN term. Consequently, the end-to-end
SINR at node Q via the relay link can be obtained as

γAF
psq = ζγpsβ|hsq|2

(1 − ζ )γpsβ|hsq|2 + ζβ|hsq|2 + 1
, (7)

where γps = ηp|hps|2 which is same as γDL
ps in (4) and used

invariably in the subsequent analysis. With the maximal-
ratio-combining (MRC) method, node Q can thus combine
the two copies of the primary signal, one from the first IT

phase (through DLT) and other from the second IT phase
(through relay cooperation).
On the other hand, after receiving the superposed NOMA

signal at node R, the SR decodes its own signal xs and
discards the primary signal component xp through SIC
operation, while considering the primary component as an
interference to the secondary node. For this, SR first decodes
the primary signal xp while treating the secondary signal xs
as noise. Accordingly, the SINR at node R can be given by

γAF
psr→xp = ζγpsβ|hsr|2

(1 − ζ )γpsβ|hsr|2 + ζβ|hsr|2 + 1
. (8)

Note that in the first phase of IT, the primary signal xp
has also been received at node R from node P directly. So,
the MRC method is employed at node R to combine the
received primary signal components in the first and second
phases of IT.
Thereafter, SR decodes its own signal xs by eliminating xp

from yAFsr . However, in practice, there may be some decod-
ing errors owing to the imperfection in executing the SIC
operation. Accordingly, a residual interference is assumed to
exist, leading to an ipSIC term. Thus, after the ipSIC, the
end-to-end SINR at node R can be provided as

γAF
psr = (1 − ζ )γpsβ|hsr|2

ζβ|hsr|2 + τζβγps|hR|2 + 1
, (9)

where τ = 0 and τ = 1 imply the respective cases of
pSIC and ipSIC, hR is the residual IS channel coefficient
at node R and is subject to Nakagami-m fading [48] with
its corresponding fading severity parameter mR and average
channel power gain �R.

2) DF RELAYING

In this relaying strategy, during the second IT phase, node
S facilitates the DF-based relaying and makes an effort to
decode the primary signal xp. On successful decoding of the
primary signal xp at node S, it combines xp with its own
signal xs to generate a superimposed signal xDFs as per the
NOMA principle. Hence, the signal transmitted by node S
is given by

xDFs = √
ζPsxp +√

(1 − ζ )Psxs. (10)

Hereafter, the received signal at node j, where j ∈ {q, r}, can
be expressed as

ysj = hsjxDFs + nsj. (11)

Consequently, the resultant SINR expression at node Q,
based on (10) and (11), can be represented as

γDF
sq = ζβγps

∣∣hsq
∣∣2

(1 − ζ )γpsβ
∣∣hsq

∣∣2 + 1
. (12)

Further, based on (10) and (11), the equivalent SINR at node
R to decode the primary signal xp can be obtained as

γDF
sr→xp = ζβγps|hsr|2

(1 − ζ )βγps|hsr|2 + 1
, (13)
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whereas, the resultant SINR at R to decode its own signal
xs can be provided as

γDF
sr = (1 − ζ )βγps|hsr|2

τβζγps|hR|2 + 1
. (14)

On the other hand, if node S fails to decode the primary
signal xp in the first IT phase, it will proceed with non-
cooperation mode and transmit its own signal only to node
R during the second IT phase, whereas, the PR node Q
follows only the transmission through DL in the first IT
phase.

D. PROPOSED IR PROTOCOL
In this protocol, the relaying cooperation is adeptly executed
by the ST node S based on the successful or unsuccessful
decoding of the primary signal xp at node Q in the first
IT phase. Importantly, the relaying cooperation is invoked
depending on the success/failure of the DL (P → Q) trans-
mission. Consequently, the mutual information of the DLT
can be written as

Ipq = log2

(
1 + γDL

pq

)
. (15)

If node Q can successfully decode the information signal
from node P, i.e., Ipq ≥ Rp, where Rp is a target threshold
rate, it acknowledges the cooperative node S by sending an
error-free one-bit feedback5 that the relaying cooperation is
not required. Accordingly, all the harvested power at node S
can be utilized for its own information transmission towards
the node R. Therefore, the secondary network’s performance
can be improved.
For the non-cooperation case (i.e., no relaying required),

the signal transmitted by node S can be given as

xnocs = √
Psxs. (16)

Thus, the signal received at node R from S can be
expressed as

ynocsr = hsrx
noc
s + nsr. (17)

Hereby, using (16) and (17), the resultant SNR expression
at node R is given as

γ noc
sr = βγps|hsr|2. (18)

On the contrary, if node Q is unable to decode the
information signal from node P in the first IT phase, i.e., if
Ipq < Rp, it sends a negative feedback to S. Thus, the relay-
ing cooperation from ST is evoked and further IT operation
follows either the AF or the DF relaying protocol. However,
in the case of DF relaying, if the primary signal xp could
not be decoded at node S after the first IT phase, node S
can utilize all its harvested power in transmitting its own

5. The feedback/acknowledge time is considered to be small in contrast
to the information processing time [49], [50]. It is worth noting that such
feedback is transmitted over a separate low-bandwidth error-free channel,
resulting in minimal delay.

information. Hence, the equivalent SNR expression at node
R can be given by (18).
For the subsequent analysis, we refer the CSS schemes

based on IR protocol using AF and DF relaying as CSS-
IAF and CSS-IDF, respectively. The proposed IR protocol
is depicted as a flowchart in Fig. 3.

III. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF PRIMARY NETWORK
In this section, the expressions for the OP of the primary
network are derived under two transmission schemes, i.e.,
DLT and CSS (with IAF and IDF relaying strategies).
To proceed with the analysis, we first present the statistics

of the underlying fading channels. As the pertinent links are
subject to Nakagami-m fading, the PDF and CDF of |hij|2,
for i ∈ {p, s} and j ∈ {q, s, r} with i �= j, can be, respectively,
given by

f|hij|2(x) =
(
mij
�ij

)mij xmij−1

�
(
mij
)e

− mij
�ij

x
(19)

and

F|hij|2(x) = 1

�(mij)
ϒ

(
mij,

mij
�ij

x

)
, (20)

where �ij is the average power and mij is the fading sever-
ity parameter. Hereafter, we consider Nakagami-m channels
with integer-valued fading parameters for analytical simplic-
ity. Note that an integer-valued Nakagami-m fading model
is widely adopted in literature since, in practice, the mea-
surement accuracy of the underlying channel is typically of
integer order [51]. However, the performance analysis can
also be taken up for the non-integer case as followed in [52].

A. DLT SCHEME
We consider a DLT scheme which provides communication
solely through the DL, i.e., without cooperation of the relay
link. Basically, this scheme is examined as a benchmark to
compare its performance with the proposed CSS scheme. As
such, for a pre-defined target rate Rp, the OP of the primary
network using the DLT scheme can be expressed as

PDLout(Rp) = Pr
[
log2

(
1 + γDL

pq

)
< Rp

]
, (21)

which can be re-expressed as

PDLout(Rp) = Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p

]
= FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
, (22)

where γ ′
p = 2Rp − 1. Now, (22) requires the evaluation of

the CDF FγDL
pq

(γ ′
p), which can be obtained using (20) as

FγDL
pq

(γ ′
p) = 1

�(mpq)
ϒ

(
mpq,

mpq
�pqηp

γ ′
p

)
. (23)

B. CSS SCHEME
Herein, we appraise the outage performance of the primary
network for the considered EH-OCNOMA with the CSS-IAF
and CSS-IDF schemes as described in Section II.
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FIGURE 3. Flow chart for the proposed IR protocol.

1) CSS WITH IAF RELAYING (CSS-IAF)

For a given target rate Rp, the OP of the primary network
for CSS-IAF scheme can be formulated as

PAFout (Rp) = Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
DL
pq + γAF

psq < γp

]
, (24)

where γp = 2
2Rp
1−α − 1. Further, PAFout (Rp) in (24) can be

expressed as

PAFout
(
Rp
) = Pr

[
γDL
pq < min

(
γp − γAF

psq , γ ′
p

)]

= Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ ′
p < γp − γAF

psq

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1

+ Pr
[
γDL
pq < γp − γAF

psq , γ ′
p ≥ γp − γAF

psq

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2

.

(25)

To derive the OP expression in (25), we have to evaluate the
two probability terms I1 and I2. Hereby, we first evaluate
the probability term I1 as

I1 = Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γAF
psq < γp − γ ′

p

]

= FγDL
pq

(γ ′
p) FγAF

psq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)
, (26)

where the multiplication of individual CDF terms results
from the statistical independence between the two events.
Now, (26) requires the evaluation of FγAF

psq
(γp − γ ′

p), which
can be derived as follows in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: The CDF FγAF
psq

(x) under Nakagami-m fading
can be given by

FγAF
psq

(x) =
{

1, if x ≥ ζ
1−ζ

,

φ1(x), if x <
ζ

1−ζ
,

(27)

where φ1(x) is given as

φ1(x) = 1 −
mps−1∑

k=0

k∑

j=0

2

k!

(
T0x

θx

)k
e
−
(
T0xζβ

θx

)(
msq
�sq

)msq

× 1

�(msq)

(
k

j

)
(ζβ)j

(
T0x�sq

θxmsq

)msq+j−k
2

× Kmsq+j−k

(

2

√
T0xmsq
θx�sq

)

, (28)

with T0 = mps
�psηpβ

and θx = ζ − (1 − ζ )x.
Proof: See Appendix A.
It is noteworthy that the condition x <

ζ
1−ζ

in (27)
makes the CSS effective through the IAF relaying scheme,
otherwise the value of the CDF FγAF

psq
(x) becomes unity.

This phenomenon is referred to as relay cooperation ceiling
(RCC), and hereby, the primary communication solely fol-
lows the DLT scheme. By substituting (23) and (27) (with
x = γp − γ ′

p) into (26), one can obtain I1.
Next, we evaluate the probability term I2 as

I2 = Pr
[
γAF
psq < γp − γDL

pq , γAF
psq ≥ γp − γ ′

p)
]

=
∫ γp−y

γp−γ ′
p

∫ γp

0
fγAF
psq

(x)fγDL
pq

(y)dxdy
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=
∫ γp

0
FγAF

psq

(
γp − y

)
fγDL
pq

(y)dy

−
∫ γp

0
FγAF

psq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)
fγDL
pq

(y)dy. (29)

Using the CDF FγAF
psq

(x) into (29), it is intricate to get a
closed-form solution for I2. Hence, by applying an M-step
staircase approximation approach [53] for the involved
triangular integral region in (29), I2 can be expressed as

I2 ≈
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}

× FγAF
psq

(
M − i

M
γp

)
− FγAF

psq
(γp − γ ′

p)FγDL
pq

(γp). (30)

Finally, after inserting the expressions of I1 and I2 into (25),
the analytical expression of PAFout (Rp) can be obtained. As
such, relying on the conditions on the threshold γp using (27),
PAFout (Rp) can be expressed for the following cases:

• When γp <
ζ

1−ζ
,

PAFout
(
Rp
)

� P1
(
Rp
) = FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγAF

psq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}

× FγAF
psq

(
M − i

M
γp

)
− FγAF

psq
(γp − γ ′

p)FγDL
pq

(
γp
)
.

(31)

• When ζ
1−ζ

≤ γp <
ζ

1−ζ
+ γ ′

p,

PAFout
(
Rp
)

� P2
(
Rp
) = FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγAF

psq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}

− FγAF
psq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)
FγDL

pq

(
γp
)
. (32)

• When γp ≥ ζ
1−ζ

+ γ ′
p,

PAFout
(
Rp
)

� P3
(
Rp
) = FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
− FγDL

pq

(
γp
)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}
.

(33)

Hereby, depending on the above cases, the OP of the primary
network for CSS-IAF scheme can be expressed as

PAFout
(
Rp
) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

P1
(
Rp
)
, if γp <

ζ
1−ζ

,

P2
(
Rp
)
, if ζ

1−ζ
≤ γp <

ζ
1−ζ

+ γ ′
p,

P3
(
Rp
)
, if γp ≥ ζ

1−ζ
+ γ ′

p.

(34)

2) CSS WITH IDF RELAYING (CSS-IDF)

Considering a target rate Rp, the OP of the primary network
for CSS-IDF scheme can be expressed as

PDFout
(
Rp
) = Pr

[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
DL
ps < γp

]

+ Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
DL
ps ≥ γp, γ

DL
pq + γDF

sq < γp

]
,

(35)

which can be further written as

PDFout
(
Rp
) = FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDL

ps

(
γp
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3

+ F̄γDL
ps

(
γp
)
Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
DL
pq + γDF

sq < γp

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4

,

(36)

where F̄γDL
ps

(·) = 1 − FγDL
ps

(·) represents the complementary
CDF. Hereby, to solve (36), it requires the assessment of
the probability terms I3 and I4. To evaluate I3, it further
requires the CDFs FγDL

pq
(γ ′
p) and FγDL

ps
(γp), which can be

deduced while accompanied by the steps as in Section III-A.
However, I4 can be computed in a similar fashion to (25),
and is obtained as

I4 ≈ Pr
[
γDL
pq < min

(
γp − γDF

sq , γ ′
p

)]
F̄γDL

ps

(
γp
)

=
[
FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDF

sq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}

FγDF
sq

(
M − i

M
γp

)]
F̄γDL

ps

(
γp
)
. (37)

To simplify (37), we need to find the CDF FγDF
sq

(γp − γ ′
p),

which can be derived as in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The CDF FγDF

sq
(x) under Nakagami-m fading

can be deduced as

FγDF
sq

(x) =
{

1, if x ≥ ζ
1−ζ

,

φ2(x), if x <
ζ

1−ζ
,

(38)

where φ2(x) is given as

φ2(x) = 1 −
mps−1∑

k=0

2

k!

(
T0x

θx

)k(msq
�sq

)msq 1

�
(
msq

)

×
(
T0x�sq

θxmsq

)msq−k
2

Kmsq−k

(

2

√
T0xmsq
θx�sq

)

. (39)

Proof: Following the analogous steps as used in deriv-
ing (27) in Appendix A with (12), one can assess the result
in (38).
By substituting the CDFs FγDF

sq
(x), FγDL

pq
(x), and F̄γDL

ps
(x)

into (37), I4 can be obtained. Finally, after using the expres-
sions for I3 and I4 into (36), and applying the conditions on
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threshold γp with the help of (38), PDFout (Rp) can be expressed
for the following cases:

• When γp <
ζ

1−ζ
,

PDFout
(
Rp
)

� P4
(
Rp
)

=
[
FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDF

sq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}

× FγDF
sq

(
M − i

M
γp

)]
F̄γDL

ps

(
γp
)

+ FγDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDL

ps

(
γp
)
. (40)

• When ζ
1−ζ

≤ γp <
ζ

1−ζ
+ γ ′

p,

PDFout
(
Rp
)

� P5
(
Rp
)

=
[

FγDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDF

sq

(
γp − γ ′

p

)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}]

× F̄γDL
ps

(
γp
)+ FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDL

ps

(
γp
)
. (41)

• When γp ≥ ζ
1−ζ

+ γ ′
p,

PDFout
(
Rp
)

� P6
(
Rp
)

=
[

FγDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)

+
M−1∑

i=0

{
FγDL

pq

(
i+ 1

M
γp

)
− FγDL

pq

(
i

M
γp

)}]

× F̄γDL
ps

(
γp
)+ FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγDL

ps

(
γp
)
. (42)

Thus, depending on the above cases, the OP of the primary
network for the CSS-IDF scheme can be expressed as

PDFout
(
Rp
) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

P4
(
Rp
)
, if γp <

ζ
1−ζ

,

P5
(
Rp
)
, if ζ

1−ζ
≤ γp <

ζ
1−ζ

+ γ ′
p,

P6
(
Rp
)
, if γp ≥ ζ

1−ζ
+ γ ′

p.

(43)

Remark 1: Referring to (34) and (43), it can be observed
that the proposed CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF schemes are effec-
tive, when γp <

ζ
1−ζ

+ γ ′
p. Once γp ≥ ζ

1−ζ
+ γ ′

p, the RCC
effect occurs, and hereby, the performance of the primary
network solely depends on the DLT scheme. On the con-
trary, for the FR-based AF and DF relaying schemes, this
RCC effect occurs once γp ≥ ζ

1−ζ
. Hence, the proposed IR-

based schemes can support relatively higher data rate than
the FR-based schemes till the occurrence of RCC effect. This
implication is illustrated later in the Results and Discussion
section.

C. NOMA-BASED POWER ALLOCATION PARAMETER
In order to accomplish the QoS criterion for the primary
network, the NOMA power allocation strategy at relay node
S must be developed. Herein, we choose the effective value
of the NOMA-based power allocation parameter ζ such that
the OP of primary network for CSS scheme lies below or
equal to that for DLT scheme. From (34) and (43), referring
the condition γp <

ζ
1−ζ

+γ ′
p, the permissible range of ζ under

the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF schemes for a given threshold
γp can be calculated as

γp − γ ′
p

1 + γp − γ ′
p

< ζ < 1. (44)

Consequently, the effective value of ζ can be evaluated for
a given target rate Rp under the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF
schemes based on the respective conditions

PAFout
(
Rp
) ≤ PDLout

(
Rp
)

(45)

and

PDFout
(
Rp
) ≤ PDLout

(
Rp
)
. (46)

Note that a lower value of ζ can allocate more power to
the secondary communication, resulting in better CSS pos-
sibilities. Since the PR is a high-priority NOMA recipient,
a higher value of ζ is assigned to the PR.

IV. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF SECONDARY
NETWORK
This section provides the OP expression for the secondary
network under both the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF schemes
while considering the two cases of SIC, i.e., ipSIC and pSIC.

A. CSS-IAF SCHEME
Considering a target rate Rs, the OP of the secondary network
for the CSS-IAF scheme can be expressed as

PAFout (Rs) = Pr
[
γDL
pq ≥ γ ′

p, γ
noc
sr < γs

]

+ Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
AF
psr < γs

]
, (47)

where γs = 2
2Rs
1−α − 1. Further, PAFout (Rs) in (47) can be

expressed as

PAFout (Rs) = F̄γDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)
Fγ noc

sr
(γs) + FγDL

pq

(
γ ′
p

)
FγAF

psr
(γs). (48)

As discussed, we evaluate the FγAF
psr

(γs) for the ipSIC and
pSIC cases as given in the subsequent subsections.

1) IPSIC

Hereby, FγAF
psr

(γs) in (48) can be obtained for the case of
ipSIC as given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The CDF FγAF

psr
(γs) for the case of

ipSIC in CSS-IAFscheme for EH-OCNOMA system under
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Nakagami-m fading can be given by

FγAF
psr

(γs) = �1(γs) − �2(γs), (49)

where �1(γs) and �2(γs) are given as

�1(γs) =
msr−1∑

k=0

(T2ζ )k

k!

1

�(mR)

(
mR
�R

)mR
(k + mR − 1)!

×
(
T2ζ + mR

�R

)−(k+mR)

, (50)

�2(γs) =
mps−1∑

k=0

k∑

j=0

j+msr−1∑

m=0

j+mR+msr−2−m∑

v=0

2(T0γs)
k

k!

× 1

�(msr)

(
msr
�sr

)msr 1

�(mR)

(
mR
�R

)mR(k
j

)
(ζβ)j

×
(
j+ msr − 1

m

)
(ζγs)

j+msr−1−me
(
T2T1
ζβγs

− T0γsζβ
T1

+T3

)

×
(
j+ msr + mR − 2 − m

v

)(
T1

ζ 2βγs

)j+mR+msr−1−m

×
(
T0γsT1�sr

msr

) m+1−k
2

(−1)
j+mR+msr−2−m−v

×
(

1

T1

)j+msr ∫ ∞

1
θ
m+2v+1−k

2 e
−
(
T2T1θ

ζ2βγs
+T3θ

)

× Km−k+1

(

2

√
msrT0γsθ

�srT1

)

dθ, (51)

with T1 = (1 − ζ ) , T2 = msrγs
�srT1

, and T3 = mRT1
�Rζ 2βγs

.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Although the expression in (51) is presented in a one-

integral form, it can be efficiently computed using symbolic
software like Mathematica or Maple and consumes much
less time than the computer simulation approach.

2) PSIC

For the pSIC case, the FγAF
psr

(γs) can be evaluated as in the
following lemma.
Lemma 2: The CDF FγAF

psr
(γs) for the case of pSIC under

Nakagami-m fading can be given by

FγAF
psr

(γs) = 1 − 2

mps−1∑

k=0

k∑

j=0

(
T0γs

T1

)k 1

k!
e

−T0γsζβ
T1

(
k

j

)

× (ζβ)j
1

�(msr)

(
msr
�sr

)msr(T0γs�sr

T1msr

) j−k+msr
2

× Kj−k+msr

(

2

√
T0γsmsr
T1�sr

)

. (52)

Proof: By adopting the similar steps as followed for (49)
in Appendix B, one can get the result in (52).
Next, Fγ noc

sr
(γs) can be obtained using (18) with the help

of following lemma as follows:

Lemma 3: The CDF Fγ noc
sr

(γs) for the no cooperation case
under Nakagami-m fading can be given by

Fγ noc
sr

(γs) = 1 − 2

mps−1∑

k=0

(T0γs)
k

k!

1

�(msr)

(
msr
�sr

)msr

×
(
T0γs�sr

msr

)msr−k
2

Kmsr−k

(

2

√
T0γsmsr

�sr

)

.

(53)

Proof: See Appendix C.
Hereby, the desired OP for the cases of ipSIC and

pSIC can be evaluated by substituting the involved CDF
expressions in (48).

B. CSS-IDF SCHEME
Considering a target rate Rs, the OP of the secondary network
for the CSS-IDF scheme can be expressed as

PDFout (Rs) = Pr
[
γDL
pq ≥ γ ′

p, γ
noc
sr < γs

]

+ Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
DL
ps < γp, γ

noc
sr < γs

]

+ Pr
[
γDL
pq < γ ′

p, γ
DL
ps ≥ γp, γ

DF
sr < γs

]
, (54)

which can be further expressed as

PDFout (Rs) = F̄γDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)
Fγ noc

sr
(γs)

+ FγDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)
Pr
[
γDL
ps < γp, γ noc

sr < γs

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P1

+ FγDL
pq

(
γ ′
p

)
Pr
[
γDL
ps ≥ γp, γ

DF
sr < γs

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P2

. (55)

As such, (55) requires the evaluation of the two probability
terms P1 and P2. Hereby, we first evaluate the probability
term P1 as

P1 = Pr
[
γDL
ps < γp, γ noc

sr < γs

]
, (56)

which can be re-expressed using (18) as

P1 = Pr
[
γDL
ps < γp, βγps|hsr|2 < γs

]

= Pr

[
γDL
ps < min

(
γp,

γs

β|hsr|2
)]

= Pr

[
γDL
ps < γp, γp <

γs

β|hsr|2
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P11

+ Pr

[
γDL
ps <

γs

β|hsr|2 , γp ≥ γs

β|hsr|2
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
P12

, (57)

where P11 can be given as

P11 = FγDL
ps

(γp)F|hsr|2
(

γs

βγp

)
. (58)
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To evaluate P11, we require the CDFs FγDL
ps

(γp) and
F|hsr|2(

γs
βγp

), which can be obtained readily using (20). Now,
the next probability term P12 in (57) can be computed
through the following lemma.
Lemma 4: The probability term P12 in (57) can be

expressed under Nakagami-m fading as

P12 =
msr−1∑

k=0

1

k!

((
T2T1

βγp

)k
e

(
− T2T1

βγp

)

− 2

(
T1T2

ηp

)k(mps
�ps

)mps

× 1

�
(
mps

)
(
T1T2�ps

ηpmps

)mps−k
2

× Kmps−k

(

2

√
T1T2mps
ηp�ps

))

. (59)

Proof: See Appendix D.
Next, we evaluate the other probability term P2 in (55)

for the ipSIC and pSIC cases in the sequel.

1) IPSIC

For this case, we proceed with the analysis using the
following lemma.
Lemma 5: The probability term P2 in (55) for the ipSIC

case under Nakagami-m fading can be given as

P2 = F̄γDL
ps

(
γp
)
P21 − P22, (60)

where P21 and P22 are given by

P21 =
msr−1∑

k=0

(T2ζ )k

k!

1

�(mR)

(
mR
�R

)mR
(k + mR − 1)!

×
(
T2ζ + mR

�R

)−(k+mR)

,

P22 =
mps−1∑

k=0

msr−1∑

j=0

2(T0γs)
k

k!

1

�(msr)

(
msr

�srT1

)msr

×
(
msr − 1

j

)
(ζγs)

j 1

�(mR)

(
mR
�R

)mR

×
(
T0γsT1�sr

msr

)msr−j−k
2

Kmsr−j−k

(

2

√
msrT0γs

�srT1

)

× (mR + j− 1)!

(
T2ζ + mR

�R

)−(mR+j)
. (61)

Proof: By adopting the similar procedure used for the
derivation of (59) in Appendix D, one can get the result
in (60).

2) PSIC

For the pSIC case, the analysis can be conducted further
with the aid of following lemma.
Lemma 6: For the pSIC case, the probability term P2

in (55) can be computed under Nakagami-m fading as

P2 = P23 − FγDL
ps

(
γp
)
, (62)

where P23 is given by

P23 = 1 − 2

mps−1∑

k=0

(
T0γs

T1

)k 1

�(msr)

(
msr
�sr

)msr 1

k!

×
(
T0γs�sr

T1msr

)msr−k
2

Kmsr−k

(

2

√
T0γsmsr
T1�sr

)

. (63)

Proof: By following the same line of derivation used
to obtain (59) in Appendix D, one can get the result
in (62).
Thus, the required OP for the cases of ipSIC and pSIC

can be evaluated by inserting the associated CDF and above-
mentioned probability expressions in (55).
Remark 2: Under the proposed CSS schemes, ST can

apply NOMA only when the target rate of the primary
network is not satisfied. Otherwise, secondary communi-
cation takes place separately in conjunction with primary
communication. Therefore, the performance of the secondary
network is greatly influenced by the parameters of the pri-
mary network. As such, the impact of ipSIC/pSIC may
become insignificant depending upon mpq and γp of primary
communication network.

V. OVERALL EH-OCNOMA SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
This section investigates the throughput and energy efficiency
measures for the considered EH-OCNOMA system based on
the outcomes in previous sections.

A. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT
The system throughput is a crucial performance metric
for evaluating the spectrum utilization of the considered
EH-OCNOMA. It essentially signifies the mean spectral
efficiency for cooperative communication based wireless
networks [54], [55]. In this paper, it is defined as the
sum of individual target rates for both the primary and
secondary communications that can be accomplished suc-
cessfully over the Nakagami-m fading channels. Relying on
the results derived in Sections III and IV, we obtain here the
system throughput for the respective CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF
schemes as

SAF
T = (1 − α)

2

[(
1 − PAFout

(
Rp
))
Rp +

(
1 − PAFout (Rs)

)
Rs
]

(64)

and

SDF
T = (1 − α)

2

[(
1 − PDFout

(
Rp
))
Rp + (

1 − PDFout (Rs)
)
Rs
]
.

(65)

It can be observed that the maximum achievable system
throughput is R(1 − α) with setting Rp = Rs = R for both
the proposed schemes, which could be attained with pSIC
conditions at a high SNR region, as the OP approaches zero.
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B. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Based on the throughput expressions in (64) and (65),
one can quantify the energy efficiency of the considered
EH-OCNOMA system under the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF
schemes. As a result of such analysis, an EH-OCNOMA
system with an extended network lifespan can be designed.
Fundamentally, the system energy efficiency refers to the
ratio between the amount of data delivered and the amount
of energy consumed [54], [56]. The system throughput rep-
resents the total amount of data delivered as given in (64)
and (65) for the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF schemes, respec-
tively. The energy consumed by the PT in the EH phase (of
duration αT) and in the first IT phase (of duration (1−α)T/2)
accounts for the overall energy consumed in the TS-based
EH approach for the considered system. It should be empha-
sized that the energy consumed in the second IT phase is the
energy harvested by node S in the EH phase, and thus, does
not contribute to the overall energy consumed in the system.
Hence, the energy efficiency for the proposed EH-OCNOMA
system under the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF schemes can be
expressed as

�AF = SAF
T

Pp
[
α + (1−α)

2

] (66)

and

�DF = SDF
T

Pp
[
α + (1−α)

2

] , (67)

where SAF
T and SDF

T in bps/Hz are given in (64) and (65),
respectively.
Remark 3: We can observe that the harvested energy at

the ST increases with increase in TS parameter α, where
α ∈ (0, 1) refers to the fraction of transmission block time
T for EH and rest (1−α) for IT. On the contrary, an increase
in α also brings a decrease in IT time. Thereby, with the
initial increase in α, the system throughput improves as a
result of the more harvested energy at the ST. However, with
a further increase in α, the degradation in system throughput
results due to the decreased IT time.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section carries out the numerical findings to validate
our analytical expressions derived in the previous sections
and endorses the results further through Monte-Carlo simu-
lations, while examining the impact of critical measures on
the system performance. For the proposed EH-OCNOMA
system, we plot the curves based on the mathematical anal-
ysis for the two CSS schemes build on the IR protocol using
AF and DF strategies, viz., CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF. Further,
we plot the curves for the FR-based AF and DF relaying
schemes through simulations to compare their performance
with the proposed schemes. It is demonstrated from the var-
ious figures that the proposed schemes improve the overall
performance of considered EH-OCNOMA in terms of the
OP, system throughput, and energy efficiency. Moreover, DF

relaying outperforms the AF relaying for both IR and FR
based schemes. Unless otherwise stated, we set the follow-
ing parameters: mpq = 1, mps = 2, msq = msr = mR = 3
as fading severity parameters, �pq = �ps = �sq = 1,
�sr = 16 as the average power6 of the multipath compo-
nents, �R = 0.01 as the mean value of the IS channel power
gain, α = 0.18 as the TS parameter, � = 0.7 as the energy
conversion efficiency, ηp as the SNR, No = 1, and block
duration T = 1 sec. We also set M = 50 in Section III-B to
significantly reduce the approximation error [53].
In Fig. 4, we plot the OP versus SNR curves for the pri-

mary network under the AF and DF relaying to show the
impact of various values of target rates (Rp). Herein, we set
Rp = 0.5, 1.0 bps/Hz. Based on the values of Rp and α, we
decide the appropriate value of ζ for the CSS-IAF and CSS-
IDF schemes according to Section III-C. It can be observed
that the proposed schemes outperform the FR-based schemes
over the entire SNR regime, and the performance of the DF
relaying strategy is slightly better than that of the AF relay-
ing one. Further, the OP performance for the baseline DLT
scheme and the OMA scheme is also depicted for comparison
purposes. From the plot, one can observe that the proposed
CSS schemes considerably outperform the DLT scheme in
the medium-to-high SNR regime. This is because of the
additional diversity gain obtained through the proposed CSS
schemes. The CSS schemes with NOMA surpass the OMA
scheme for the high data rate requirements. Since the OMA
scheme requires three time slots to execute its operation [22],
the target SINR threshold (for a fixed value of target rate)
relatively increases for the OMA scheme which degrades its
performance. However, for the low data rate requirements,
the OMA scheme can provide better performance compared
to NOMA in the low SNR region. Moreover, it is evident
that as the target rate increases from Rp = 0.5 to 1.0 bps/Hz,
the outage performance of the primary network degrades.
Fig. 5 depicts the OP versus threshold γp for the pri-

mary network to show the superiority of proposed IR-based
schemes over the FR-based schemes. For this, we set the
SNR as ηp = 30 dB. We further select the value of ζ based
on fulfilling the QoS criteria as discussed in Section III-C.
From the figure, one can observe that the OP degrades as
the value of γp increases. When the threshold approaches
γp = ζ

1−ζ
+ γ ′

p [refer to (34) and (43)] for both CSS-IAF
and CSS-IDF schemes, the RCC effect occurs, and hereby,
the performance of the proposed schemes follow the DLT
scheme. On the contrary, for the FR-based schemes, this
RCC effect takes place relatively at the lower value of thresh-
old, i.e., γp = ζ

1−ζ
. Hence, the proposed schemes can support

6. In the path loss environment, the average power of fading channel
coefficients are presented as �ij = d−ν

ij [57], where dij is the normalized
distance between transmit node i and receive node j, and ν be the path loss
exponent which is function of carrier frequency, environment, obstructions,
etc. It typically ranges from 2 to 6 (at around 1 GHz) in the free-space loss
to the dense urban environmental conditions, correspondingly. As such, in
the RF-based EH system, the RF energy must be extracted at very low
power density since the propagation energy drops off at the rate of d−ν

ij .
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FIGURE 4. OP versus SNR plots for the primary network with different target rates (Rp ) (a) AF (b) DF.

FIGURE 5. OP versus γp plots for the primary network.

comparatively higher data rates till the occurrence of RCC
effect.
Fig. 6 illustrates the OP performance of the secondary

network under the AF and DF relaying strategies using the
derived analytical expressions in Section IV. For this, we par-
ticularly plot the curves for both ipSIC and pSIC cases while
setting the values of target rates as Rp = Rs = 1.0 bps/Hz.
Resorting to the values of target rates and α, we find
the respective values of ζ for the CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF
schemes. The performance gap between pSIC and ipSIC
cases, which is more pronounced for AF than DF relay-
ing, diminishes with the increase of mpq = 1, 2, 3. This
is because better primary channel condition helps the pri-
mary network to meet its target rate and thereby relaxes
the requirement of NOMA-based cooperative relaying by

the secondary network. We can also see that, under the
case of pSIC, the CSS schemes with NOMA offer rela-
tively better outage performance than the benchmark OMA
scheme.
Fig. 7 shows the impact of ipSIC on the OP performance

of secondary network by varying the values of �R. For this,
we set Rp = Rs = 1.0 bps/Hz. As can be seen from the
figure, the OP performance improves with the decrease in
the level of ipSIC (�R = −3,−10,−20 dB), especially
when {mpq = 1,mps = 2,msr = 3}. We can further see
that when �R decreases, the secondary network performance
gets more improved under the CSS-IDF scheme as com-
pared with the CSS-IAF scheme in the high SNR regime.
This is because the performance of secondary network
improves under CSS-IDF scheme when mps increases as
it can help in decoding of primary signal at the ST node
(relay). The impact of ipSIC/pSIC gets insignificant as the
value of mpq increases. This is attributed to the fact that
NOMA based relaying at the ST node is employed only
when the target rate of the primary network is not satisfied.
Otherwise, ST utilizes all the harvested power for its own
communication only.
Fig. 8 exhibits the system throughput versus SNR curves

for two distinct values of target rates (Rp = Rs =
0.5, 1.0 bps/Hz). One can observe from the figure that the
proposed IR-based schemes substantially improve the system
throughput as compared to the FR-based schemes, specially
in low-to-medium SNR regime. In the high SNR region, the
system throughput saturates as the OP tends to zero. Thus,
the maximum system throughput for both the FR- and IR-
based schemes become the sum of individual target rates of
the primary and secondary networks.
Fig. 9 shows the impact of the SNR on the energy

efficiency of the proposed EH-OCNOMA system for two
different values of target rates (Rp = Rs = 0.5, 1.0 bps/Hz)
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FIGURE 6. OP versus SNR plots for the secondary network (a) AF (b) DF.

FIGURE 7. Impact of ipSIC on the OP performance of secondary network (a) AF (b) DF.

under the AF and DF relaying strategies. It can be
observed from the curves that the energy efficiency is
maximal at a certain value of the SNR for a particular
target rate. By varying the target rate, the SNR value at
which systems achieves maximum energy efficiency also
varies. It is also worth noting that the system energy effi-
ciency is lowest in the high SNR region, because the
utilized power is much higher than the system through-
put at higher SNR values. Further, it can be observed
that the IR protocol is more energy efficient than the FR
protocol.
Fig. 10 depicts the impacts of the TS parameter α

and energy conversion factor � on the system through-
put for a certain value of target rates (Rp = Rs =
1.0 bps/Hz). From the curves, it can be visualized that

when α increases, the system throughput initially increases
up to some extent, and afterwards, it starts to decrease.
Hereby, one can observe an effective value of α around
0.18. Such performance characteristic conforms that the har-
vested energy at the ST increases with an increase in α.
However, an increase in α subsequently decreases the IT
time. Thereby, with the initial increase in α, the system
throughput improves as a result of more harvested energy
at the ST. However, with a further increase in α, the degra-
dation in system throughput results due to the decreased
IT time. The effective value of α decreases for the CSS-
IAF scheme as compared to the CSS-IDF scheme. On the
other hand, when � increases, the throughput performance
of the EH-OCNOMA system upgrades. It accords with
the basic fact that the amount of energy harvested in
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FIGURE 8. Throughput versus SNR plots for the EH-OCNOMA system (a) AF (b) DF.

FIGURE 9. Energy efficiency versus SNR plots for the EH-OCNOMA system (a) AF (b) DF.

EH phase increases as the energy conversion factor �

increases.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the performance of an EH-
OCNOMA system over the Nakagami-m fading channel,
wherein an energy-constrained ST node has been assumed to
cooperate with the primary signal transmission while simul-
taneously transmitting its own information using the NOMA
principle. For this, we proposed two CSS schemes based on
IR protocol using the AF and DF relaying strategies, viz.,
CSS-IAF and CSS-IDF, and compared their performance
with the conventional FR-based AF and DF relaying
schemes, DLT scheme, and OMA scheme. The proposed
schemes have significantly improved the performance of both

primary and secondary networks over the baseline schemes,
as the proposed schemes efficiently utilize the available spec-
trum resources to improve the system performance. Further,
to get more insight, we examined the system throughput and
energy efficiency for the considered EH-OCNOMA system.
Above all, a comparison with FR-based schemes reveals that
the proposed schemes can support relatively higher data rates
till the occurrence of the RCC effect. Further, the CSS-IDF
scheme illustrates comparatively better performance than its
CSS-IAF counterpart. Additionally, the performance of sec-
ondary network is significantly improved for the CSS-IDF
scheme.
For future work, it would be intriguing to execute the

EH-OCNOMA system performance analysis while deploy-
ing the PT with multiple antennas and considering the spatial
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FIGURE 10. Throughput versus α plots for the EH-OCNOMA system.

correlation among the communication links. Further, con-
sidering various non-linear electronic devices in the energy
harvester circuitry, one can study a non-linear EH model
for OCNOMA system. Nevertheless, our presented results
will serve as a benchmark of the EH-OCNOMA system
performance and provide useful guidelines for the design of
5G and beyond wireless networks.

APPENDIX A
Referring to (7), the CDF FγAF

psq
(x) = Pr[γAF

psq < x] can be
expressed as

FγAF
psq

(x) = Pr

[
ζγpsβ|hsq|2

(1 − ζ )γpsβ|hsq|2 + ζβ|hsq|2 + 1
< x

]

= Pr

[

γps <
x(1 + ζβ|hsq|2)

θxβ|hsq|2
]

, (68)

which can be further evaluated as

FγAF
psq

(x) =
∫ ∞

0
Fγps

(
x(1 + ζβy)

θxβy

)
f|hsq|2(y)dy. (69)

With θx > 0, on substituting the PDF f|hsq|2(·) and the CDF
Fγps(·) using (19) and (20), respectively, and then solving
by using the binomial expansion [43, eq. (1.111)], we get
FγAF

psq
(x) as given in (27) with φ1(x) as

φ1(x) = 1 −
mps−1∑

k=0

k∑

j=0

1

k!

(
T0x

θx

)k
e
−
(
T0xζβ

θx

)(
msq
�sq

)msq(k
j

)

× 1

�(msq)
(ζβ)j

∫ ∞

0
y(msq+j−k)−1e

− T0x
θxy

− msq
�sq

y
. (70)

Finally, by computing the involved integral using
[43, eq. (3.471.9)], one can reach the desired result as
provided in (28).

APPENDIX B
The CDF FγAF

psr
(γs) = Pr[γAF

psr < γs] can be expressed
using (9) as

FγAF
psr

(γs) = Pr

[
(1 − ζ )γpsβ|hsr|2

ζβ|hsr|2 + ζβγps|hR|2 + 1
< γs

]

= Pr

[

γps <
γs
(
1 + ζβ|hsr|2

)

|hsr|2βT1 − ζβγs|hR|2
]

, (71)

which can be further evaluated as

FγAF
psr

(γs) =
∫ ∞

0

(∫ ∞
ζγsz
T1

(∫ γs(1+ζβy)
T1βy−ζβγsz

0
fγps(x)dx

)

f|hsr|2(y)dy
)

× f|hR|2(z)dz. (72)

Now, by substituting the PDF fγps(x) and then solving the
associated integral, (72) can be simplified as

FγAF
psr

(γs) =
∫ ∞

0

⎛

⎝
∫ ∞

ζγsz
T1

⎛

⎝1 −
mps−1∑

k=0

(T0γs)
k

k!
e
−
(
T0γs(1+ζβy)
T1y−ζγsz

)

×
(

1 + ζβy

T1y− ζγsz

)k
⎞

⎠f|hsr|2(y)dy

⎞

⎠

× f|hR|2(z)dz. (73)

Hereby, (73) can be represented as FγAF
psr

(γs) = �1(γs) −
�2(γs), with �1(γs) given by

�1(γs) =
∫ ∞

0

(∫ ∞
ζγsz
T1

f|hsr|2(y)dy
)

f|hR|2(z)dz. (74)

After inserting the associated PDF expressions of y and z
into (74) and simplifying further, one can arrive at (50).
Next, we focus on the evaluation of �2(γs), which can be
written while following (73) as

�2(γs) =
∫ ∞

0

⎛

⎝
∫ ∞

ζγsz
T1

⎛

⎝
mps−1∑

k=0

(T0γs)
k

k!
e
−
(
T0γs(1+ζβy)
T1y−ζγsz

)

×
(

1 + ζβy

T1y− ζγsz

)k
⎞

⎠f|hsr|2(y)dy

⎞

⎠

× f|hR|2(z)dz. (75)

Now, invoking the PDF expression f|hsr|2(y) along with a
substitution T1y− ζγsz = t, �2(γs) can be re-expressed as

�2(γs) =
∫ ∞

0

(

M

∫ ∞

0
tm−ke−

T0γs(ζ2βγsz+T1)
T1t

− msr
�srT1

t
dt

)

zj+msr−1−me−T2ζ zf|hR|2(z)dz, (76)

where

M =
mps−1∑

k=0

k∑

j=0

j+msr−1∑

m=0

(T0γs)
k

k!

1

�(msr)

(
msr
�sr

)msr(k
j

)
(ζβ)j

×
(

1

T1

)j+msr(j+ msr − 1

m

)
(ζγs)

j+msr−1−me
−T0γsζβ

T1 .

(77)
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On computing the inner integral in (76) using
[43, eq. (3.471.9)], and then simplifying while substituting
the PDF expression f|hR|2(z), �2(γs) can be obtained as

�2(γs) = M × 1

�(mR)

(
mR
�R

)mR ∫ ∞

0
zj+mR+msr−2−m

× e

(
−T2ζ z− mR

�R
z
)

2

(
T0γs�sr

(
T1 + ζ 2βγsz

)

msr

)m−k+1
2

× Km−k+1

(

2

√
T0γsmsr

(
T1 + ζ 2βγsz

)

�srT2
1

)

dz. (78)

Finally, substituting (T1 + ζ 2βγsz) = θ into (78), and sim-
plifying further, one can get the required result as provided
in (51).

APPENDIX C
Using (18), the CDF Fγ noc

sr
(γs) = Pr[γ noc

sr < γs] can be
expressed as

Fγ noc
sr

(γs) = Pr
[
βγps|hsr|2 < γs

]

= Pr

[
|hsr|2 <

γs

βγps

]
, (79)

which can be further evaluated as

Fγ noc
sr

(γs) =
∫ ∞

0
F|hsr|2

(
γs

βγps

)
fγps(y)dy. (80)

On substituting the corresponding PDF, CDF in (80) and
simplifying further with the aid of [43, eq. (3.351.3)], one
can get the required result as provided in (53).

APPENDIX D
From (57), the probability term P12 can be expressed as

P12 = Pr

[

|hsr|2 <
γs

βγDL
ps

, |hsr|2 ≥ γs

βγp

]

, (81)

which can be further evaluated as

P12 =
∫ ∞

0

(∫ γs
βηpz

γs
βγp

f|hsr|2(y)dy
)

fγDL
ps

(z)dz

=
∫ ∞

0
F|hsr|2

(
γs

βηpz

)
fγDL
ps

(z)dz

−
∫ ∞

0
F|hsr|2

(
γs

βγp

)
fγDL
ps

(z)dz. (82)

On substituting the corresponding PDF and CDF in (82) and
simplifying further with the aid of [43, eq. (3.351.3)], one
can obtain the desired result as given in (59).
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